
‘Discovery is the ability to be puzzled by simple
things’.1

When I was a kid I thought that I could record my
sister’s garbled noises on an old fashioned tape
recorder and then by playing it backwards, make
sense of her noises. I tried it, started to reverse the
tape, unfurling lengths of her recorded voice, trying
to find the end of the tape and then rewind it back
onto the spool. Underneath the mess of tape,
which tangled round my feet, shred on my shoes,
became spaghetti I realised that if I were ever to
achieve this I would need help.

This childish response to a puzzle was not quite as
naïve as it first appears. I have always believed that
it was not my sister who was unintelligible but the
limited ways in which we chose to understand her
that caused her alienation.And to do this takes
people coming together, sharing knowledge, creat-
ing a solid understanding of responses, working
together, opening up ways of understanding what
the person wants and even desires.

Meaningful meetings lie at the base of The Ideas
Team, which brings people together to investigate
‘the senses’ in relation to individuals who have lim-
ited comprehension of and communication with
their outside world. For one person that was easy,
he loved music so we worked with sound. For the
others we suspected that smell played a part in
their lives but we weren’t too sure. Their disabili-
ties made it hard for us to determine. These peo-

ple needed 24 hour care, they have extensive physi-
cal and intellectual disabilities, finding out what
‘rocked their boat’ was going to take time – ‘it’s not
what you know or who you know, but who knows
you’2.

And how do we achieve this without negating the
individual, turning him or her into a blank canvas
onto which we paint who we think they are, rather
than who they actually are?

Meet up, breathe deeply, investigate and learn from
even the simplest of responses - from eye flutter to
finger tapping, never look at your watch and never
take no for an answer.
This way of working takes time and a phenomenal
amount of patience and the answer is all in the
detail and in finding the most appropriate ways to
ensure that the detail is true.

“If opportunity doesn’t knock, build a door.”3 The
people on this project found us. It was their inter-
ests and needs which drew us to them. Is this
serendipity? They represent a much wider group of
people disabled by others inability to creatively
respond to their desires. If we can get this right
then perhaps we can adapt what we have learnt
and use it to open up other worlds or at least
introduce other possibilities.

Alison  Stirling

1 Noam Chomsky
2 Susan RoAnne - How to Create Your Own Luck 2006
3 Unknown
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SOUND
AN ARTS PROJECT

TO INVESTIGATE HOW AUDITORY STIMULUS CAN CREATE AN ENVIRONMENT  
THAT STIMULATES AND ALSO CAPTIVATES THE INDIVIDUAL’S ATTENTION.



Steve / What did you think after you went to see
A at his house?

David / My main worry is that it’s not like there
is an obvious problem that we you can go in and fix 

Steve / I guess it’s about letting him have access
to things that might assist him, that he is prevented
from doing for whatever reason. I want to give him
choice. He has quite a lot of vocabulary, but he
can’t make things happen for himself.

David / The ideas which have been bouncing
around my head…. making him some kind of musi-
cal instrument that works with the mobility that he
has. Giving him a way to control what music is
being played and I was wondering about having
some system that is generating music for him.

Steve / If we could give him control where he
would have the opportunity to tune into the out-
side world…. receiving all this information, so
he becomes the centre of his aural world, he picks
up what he wants to receive from it. I don’t quite
how that work but he should have the opportunity.

Blind Sight
DECEMBER ‘07 - AUGUST ‘07
Filtering through my right ear, I am aware of sounds
that make up my immediate impression of the
world around me…..classical music from the radio,
the sound of birdsong in a distant tree, an unrecog-
nisable electrical hum and the tapping of my fingers
on the keyboard as I write this text. In my left ear I

hear the shrill sound of tinnitus, this is the bodies
way of making up sound where there is a deficit.
We live in a society where vision has long reigned
over the other senses as the primary mode of per-
ception. Ever since Gutenberg invented movable
type in Germany during the 15th Century, sight
eclipsed the ear as principal receiver of meaning,
reception and understanding.
- 
[I]f a new technology extends one or more of our sens-
es outside us into the social world, then new ratios
among all of our senses will occur in that particular cul-
ture. It is comparable to what happens when a new
note is added to a melody. And when the sense ratios
alter in any culture then what had appeared lucid
before may suddenly become opaque, and what had
been vague or opaque will become translucent.1

One could argue that our ears continue to take
second place as we try to understand and make
sense of the world around us, through the daily
bombardment of imagery and new technologies
reinforcing and privileging the visual.As audio tech-
nology progresses data is compressed into ever-
smaller bit streams, the accidental and imperfect
sound present in traditional analogue systems is
eradicated. Hiss and static is rendered obsolete and
purged in the pursuit of clean, distortion free digital
sound. In this context, hearing a stylus in the run off
groove of an LP can suggest a nostalgic resonance
and becomes a memory.

Growing up in a family where music and active par-
ticipation in live music was part of everyday life for
Sandy, he has been able to attune his ability to lis-
ten and discern sounds to a very refined degree.
Meeting Sandy, I was fascinated by the way he could
determine who was entering a room by the sound
of footfall and his ability to direct focused listening
to make a ‘sound’ portrait. Recognising people
through particular patterns of incidental sound
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means he knows who is there before you even get
a chance to say ‘hi’.

The ear differs uniquely from the eye in that we
can’t actively turn hearing off.We can block our
ears or focus our attention away from unwanted
sounds but we can’t turn off perception of a given
sound in the way we can simply turn our heads
away from an unwanted image. In this project I
wanted to try and give Sandy a choice to what he
listened to, devising a unique interface that will
enable and empower him to open up audio worlds
for himself.We all take for granted buttons and
switches in daily life. I don’t know for certain but a
light switch is probably one of the oldest domestic
electrical switches. Using a similar switch connected
to a personal sound archive enables Sandy to
access a library of sounds and music unique to his
life and environment, his mother playing cello, the
sound of a familiar musical box. Enriching his aural
world.

Steve Hollingsworth

1 Marshall McLuhan- The Gutenberg Galaxy 1962

Making the box...
I went out to visit Sandy at his home in Rosedale; I
didn’t really know what to expect, other than that
Sandy had cognitive and physical disabilities. I found
someone who was clearly excited by life, and highly
aware of his surroundings.

Since Sandy’s main relationship with the world is
auditory, we decided to work with sound, to see
how we could enrich his life.This was difficult
proposition, because Sandy seems very happy with
life – so long as he can listen to Radio Forth, every-
thing is good!

MARCH ‘07
We explored a few ideas - creating virtual instru-
ments suited to his particular mobility, finding ways

to bring the sound worlds of other places into his
room - so he could hear the weather and birds
outside, or the people in his mum’s house. In the
end, since sound is so important to Sandy, it
seemed like we shouldn’t interfere with his
perception of the world, but look at helping him
take control of the sound and music he listens to.
Steve had been working with Sandy (for the past 2
years), using a modified radio which allowed Sandy
to change radio stations, which Sandy seemed to be
reacting to well. Building on this, we decided that a
customised MP3 player would provide Sandy with
access to all sorts of sounds, so long as we could
design an interface which worked for him.

JUNE ‘07
The concept behind the interface is that there are
two actions to carry out while listening to music -
asking for something different, and asking for some-
thing similar. So, these actions are mapped to two
large buttons which Sandy can control.The first
button selects between different genres in Sandy’s
music collection and the radio.The second button
either skips the track which is currently playing, or
scans for the next radio station, depending on
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which is happening at the moment.Audible menus
can be used to give Sandy feedback about what is
happening when he presses buttons, if that is found
to help.

Another part of the project is the idea of an album
of memories – in the same way that a sighted per-
son would have photos of objects which they relate
to, we can build a set of sound file of things that
Sandy remembers - his mother reading stories and
playing the cello, musical boxes that were given to
him etc. By having this as one of the “genres” in his
music player, he can browse through old memories
when he feels like it.

On the technical side, the operation of the player
has been prototyped in Max/MSP, using a modified
USB dance mat to function as a controller; this
allows us to try various modes of operation with
Sandy, to see what he responds to.The final build
will use a standard MP3 player, with modified
firmware, based on Rockbox (www.rockbox.org),
which will be made available for other similar proj-
ects.The MP3 player will work as normal, so that
anyone can load new music onto it using a comput-
er, but it will plug into a special box attached to
Sandy’s chair with the custom buttons on.

David Murray Rust
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AUGUST ‘07 -  CONCLUSION
I can’t help but imagine Sandy in his chair, sitting
back, sounds blasting, he hears his mother playing
Cello, a quick flick of his wrist and he hears his
music boxes, another flick he is listening to a radio
forth jingle. He switches it off, listening intently for
staff coming into his room. Another flick and he is
listening to classical music, singing along, hurtling
himself through an ever opening soundscape, in
which he travels to where he wants when he
wants. He is still in his room, safe, but he gets to
travel to so many places. If we can get the technol-
ogy right he will get to listen to whatever he wants,
travelling through soundscapes whenever he wants.

Alison Stirling



The Ideas Team is a series of art projects which fall within 3 broad
themes.These themes are seen as crucial in supporting a wider under-
standing of how best to support individuals with learning disabilities
and more complex support needs in their living environment and com-
munities.

1  Identifying individualised sensory stimulus increases a sense well
being and creates better living environments.

2 Adapting the physical environment and supporting the individual to
have more control over that environment fosters an ability to make
change and choice in relation to their immediate environment.

3 Sharing knowledge of the individual’s specific support needs and
support structures ensures a positive working and living environment
and greater opportunity for successful team working.

We would like to thank David Murray-Rust, Steve Hollingsworth. Respect.
Thanks also to A,A’s Mother and family friends and the staff at his home
who have made the realisation of the Ideas Team Project 2 very possible.

Artlink exists to support the right of people who experience disability to
access the arts. Artlink believes that participation in the arts plays a sig-
nificant role in achieving personal goals and social change.
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